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Abstract

We investigate the phase space of topological black hole solutions of $\mathfrak{su}(N)$ Einstein-Yang-Mills theory in anti-de Sitter space with a purely magnetic gauge potential. The gauge field is described by $N-1$ magnetic gauge field functions $\omega_j$, $j = 1, \ldots, N - 1$. For $\mathfrak{su}(2)$ gauge group, the function $\omega_j$ has no zeros. This is no longer the case when we consider a larger gauge group. The phase space of topological black holes is considerably simpler than for the corresponding spherically symmetric black holes, but for $N > 2$ and a flat event horizon, there exist solutions where at least one of the $\omega_j$ functions has one or more zeros. For most of the solutions, all the $\omega_j$ functions have no zeros, and at least some of these are linearly stable.
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1. Introduction

Many properties of black holes in asymptotically anti-de Sitter (adS) space-time are rather different from those of black holes in asymptotically flat space-time. For example, stationary vacuum black holes in four-dimensional asymptotically flat space-time must have spherical event horizon topology \cite{1,2} but in four-dimensional adS space-time, vacuum black holes with other event horizon topologies exist (see, for example, \cite{3-12}).

Many properties of black holes with nontrivial matter field hair in asymptotically adS space-time also differ from the properties of their asymptotically flat counterparts. In $\mathfrak{su}(2)$ Einstein-Yang-Mills (EYM) theory, spherically symmetric, asymptotically flat "coloured" black holes \cite{13} are unstable under linear, spherically symmetric, perturbations \cite{14}. In contrast, there exist stable, spherically symmetric, asymptotically adS black hole solutions of $\mathfrak{su}(2)$ EYM with a negative cosmological constant \cite{15-17}. Analogues of these spherically symmetric, asymptotically adS black holes with non spherical event horizon topology also exist when the gauge group is $\mathfrak{su}(2)$ \cite{18}. Furthermore, these topological EYM black holes are linearly stable \cite{18}.

Since the discovery of stable black holes in $\mathfrak{su}(2)$ EYM in adS, black hole solutions with the larger $\mathfrak{su}(N)$ gauge group have been extensively studied (see \cite{19,20} for reviews). For all $N$, there exist stable, spherically symmetric, purely magnetic, asymptotically adS black holes \cite{21,22}. For $\mathfrak{su}(N)$ gauge group, the purely magnetic gauge field is described by $N - 1$ independent functions, so these stable black holes have an unlimited amount of gauge field "hair".

A natural question is whether there exist analogues of the purely magnetic, spherically symmetric black holes in $\mathfrak{su}(N)$ EYM in adS with non-spherical event horizon topology. Recently this question was answered in the affirmative \cite{23}, in two regimes: (a) for a negative cosmological constant with sufficiently large magnitude and (b) in a neighbourhood of an embedded $\mathfrak{su}(2)$ solution. Furthermore, the proof of the existence of stable spherically symmetric $\mathfrak{su}(N)$ EYM black holes in adS \cite{23} can be extended to these topological $\mathfrak{su}(N)$ EYM black holes, showing that at least some purely magnetic topological black holes, in the intersection of the regimes (a) and (b) above, are linearly stable \cite{23}.

The analytic work in \cite{24,25} proves the existence of stable topological black holes in $\mathfrak{su}(N)$ EYM in adS, but does not tell us about the nature of the phase space of topological black hole solutions. In the spherically symmetric case, the phase space of purely magnetic black hole solutions of $\mathfrak{su}(N)$ EYM in adS has a very rich structure \cite{26}. In this letter we explore the phase space of numerical topological black hole solutions of $\mathfrak{su}(N)$ EYM in adS, drawing comparisons with the spherically symmetric solution space studied in \cite{26}. We begin in section 2 with a review of the salient features of $\mathfrak{su}(N)$ EYM in adS before presenting our numerical results in section 3 and our conclusions in section 4.

2. $\mathfrak{su}(N)$ Einstein-Yang-Mills theory in adS

We consider Einstein-Yang-Mills (EYM) theory in four space-time dimensions, having the action:
\begin{equation}
S = \frac{1}{2} \int d^3x \sqrt{-g} \left[ R - 2\Lambda - Tr F_{\alpha\beta} F^{\alpha\beta} \right],
\end{equation}

where \( R \) is the Ricci scalar and \( \Lambda < 0 \) the cosmological constant. Here and throughout this paper we use units in which \( 8\pi G = c = 1 \). We also set the gauge coupling constant equal to unity. The nonabelian gauge field strength \( F_{\mu\nu} \) is given in terms of the gauge field potential \( A_\mu \) as follows:

\begin{equation}
F_{\mu\nu} = \partial_\mu A_\nu - \partial_\nu A_\mu + [A_\mu, A_\nu].
\end{equation}

Varying the action (1) gives the EYM field equations:

\begin{equation}
R_{\alpha\beta} - \frac{1}{2} R g_{\alpha\beta} + \Lambda g_{\alpha\beta} = T_{\alpha\beta},
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\nabla_\alpha F^{\alpha\beta} + [A_\alpha, F^{\alpha\beta}] = 0,
\end{equation}

where the stress-energy tensor of the Yang-Mills field is:

\begin{equation}
T_{\alpha\beta} = Tr F_{\alpha\mu} F^{\mu\beta} - \frac{1}{4} g_{\alpha\beta} Tr F_{\alpha\sigma} F^{\sigma\tau},
\end{equation}

with \( Tr \) denoting a Lie algebra trace.

In this letter we are interested in asymptotically anti-de Sitter (AdS) topological black holes. The metric ansatz we employ takes the form:

\begin{equation}
ds^2 = -\mu(r) S(r)^2 \, dt^2 + \left[ \frac{\mu(r)}{2} \right]^{-1} \, dr^2 + r^2 \left( d\theta^2 + f_k^2(\theta) \, d\phi^2 \right),
\end{equation}

where the metric functions \( \mu(r) \) and \( S(r) \) depend on the radial coordinate \( r \) only. The metric function \( \mu(r) \) can be written in an alternative form in terms of a new function \( m(r) \):

\begin{equation}
\mu(r) = k - \frac{2m(r)}{r} - \frac{\Lambda r^2}{3}.
\end{equation}

In [5, 6], the constant \( k \) can take the values \( 1, 0, -1 \). The form of the function \( f_k \) depends on \( k \) as follows:

\begin{equation}
f_k(\theta) = \begin{cases}
\sin \theta, & k = 1, \\
\theta, & k = 0, \\
\sinh \theta, & k = -1.
\end{cases}
\end{equation}

When \( k = 1 \), the metric \( g \) is spherically symmetric, with the \( t = \) constant, \( r = \) constant hypersurfaces being two-spheres. For \( k = 0 \), the \( t = \) constant, \( r = \) constant hypersurfaces are two-dimensional Euclidean spaces, while for \( k = -1 \) these hypersurfaces have constant negative curvature (see [3–12] for further details).

An appropriate ansatz for a purely magnetic \( \mathfrak{su}(N) \) Yang-Mills gauge field potential on the space-time with metric (5) is

\begin{equation}
A_\alpha \, dx^\alpha = \left( C - C^H \right) d\theta - \frac{i}{2} \left( C + C^H \right) f_k(\theta) + \frac{D}{2} \frac{df_k(\theta)}{d\theta} \, d\phi,
\end{equation}

where \( C \) and \( D \) are \( N \times N \) matrices. The matrix \( C \) has hermitian conjugate \( C^H \) and is upper-triangular, with nonzero entries only immediately above the diagonal. These nonzero entries can be written in terms of \( N - 1 \) functions of \( r \) only:

\begin{equation}
C_{i,j+1} = \omega_j(r), \quad j = 1, \ldots, N - 1.
\end{equation}

The matrix \( D \) is constant and diagonal:

\begin{equation}
D = \text{Diag}[N - 1, N - 3, \ldots, -N + 3, -N + 1].
\end{equation}

The ansatz (8) reduces in the case \( k = 1 \) to that in [27] for a purely magnetic spherically-symmetric \( \mathfrak{su}(N) \) gauge field potential. For \( \mathfrak{su}(2) \) EYM, it is the ansatz used in [18] for topological black holes. The general form (8) was derived in [24]. The \( \mathfrak{su}(N) \) gauge potential (8) is therefore described by the \( N - 1 \) magnetic field functions \( \omega_j(r), \quad j = 1, \ldots, N - 1 \).

With the form of the gauge potential (8) and the metric ansatz [5–6], the field equations (3) simplify to the following Einstein equations [24]:

\begin{equation}
m' = \mu G + r^2 p_k, \quad \frac{S'}{S} = \frac{2G}{r},
\end{equation}

with

\begin{equation}
G = \sum_{j=1}^{N-1} \omega_j^2, \quad p_k = \frac{1}{4r^2} \sum_{j=1}^{N-1} \left[ \omega_j^2 - \omega_{j-1}^2 - k (N + 1 - 2j) \right]^2,
\end{equation}

and \( N - 1 \) coupled Yang-Mills equations

\begin{equation}
0 = r^2 \mu \omega_j^2 + \left( 2m - 2r^2 p_k - \frac{2\Lambda r^3}{3} \right) \omega_j + W_{kj} \omega_j,
\end{equation}

where

\begin{equation}
W_{kj} = k - \omega_j^2 + \frac{1}{2} (\omega_{j-1}^2 + \omega_{j+1}^2).
\end{equation}

As in the \( k = 1 \) case, the equation (11) for the metric variable \( S(r) \) decouples from the remaining equations. Furthermore, the field equations (11) (13) are invariant under the transformation \( \omega_j \rightarrow -\omega_j \) for each \( j \) independently, and also under \( j \rightarrow N - j \) for all \( j \).

We are interested in topological black holes with a regular event horizon at \( r = r_h \), where \( \mu(r_h) = 0 \) and \( \mu'(r_h) > 0 \). We assume that the field variables \( m(r), S(r) \) and \( \omega_j(r) \) have regular Taylor series expansions in a neighbourhood of \( r = r_h \) of the form

\begin{equation}
m(r) = m(r_h) + m'(r_h) (r - r_h) + O((r - r_h)^2),
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
S(r) = S(r_h) + S'(r_h) (r - r_h) + O((r - r_h)^2),
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\omega_j(r) = \omega_j(r_h) + \omega'_j(r_h) (r - r_h) + O((r - r_h)^2).
\end{equation}

The condition \( \mu(r_h) = 0 \) fixes \( m(r_h) \) to be

\begin{equation}
m(r_h) = \frac{r_h}{2} \left( k - \frac{\Lambda r_h^2}{3} \right).
\end{equation}

The parameters \( S(r_h) \) and \( \omega_j(r_h) \) are \textit{a priori} arbitrary; the value of \( S(r_h) \) will be fixed by the boundary conditions at infinity. From the field equations (11) (13) the values of \( m'(r_h), \omega'_j(r_h) \) and \( S'(r_h) \) are fixed in terms of \( r_h, \Lambda \) and the values of the magnetic gauge field functions on the horizon \( \omega_j(r_h) \) [24]. For a
regular event horizon at \( r = r_h \), we require \( \mu'(r_h) > 0 \) and this implies that

\[
m'(r_h) = r_h^2 p_2(r_h) = \frac{1}{2} \left( k - \Lambda r_h^2 \right),
\]

which places a (weak) constraint on the values of the magnetic gauge field functions on the horizon \( \omega_j(r_h) \). For the \( k = -1 \) case, the relation (17) implies the existence of a minimum value of \(|A|\) for fixed \( n_j\):

\[
|A| > \frac{1}{r_h^2} \left( 1 + \frac{N(N-1)(N+1)}{6r_h^2} \right).
\]

As \( r \to \infty \), the field variables have the following expansions:

\[
m(r) = M + O(r^{-1}), \quad S(r) = 1 + O(r^{-1}), \quad \omega_j(r) = \omega_{j,\infty} + O(r^{-1}),
\]

where \( M \) and \( \omega_{j,\infty} \) are arbitrary constants. The value of the metric function \( S(r_h) \) on the horizon is fixed by the requirement that \( S(r) \to 1 \) as \( r \to \infty \). The local existence of solutions of the field equations (11, 13) satisfying the boundary conditions (15) is proven in [24].

In this section we plot the phase spaces of topological black holes with magnetic gauge field functions set to vanish identically on the horizon is fixed by the requirement \( |A| = 0 \) for all \( n_j \), the magnetic charge \( Q \), and varying \( \Lambda \). For \( k = 1 \), the minimum value of \( \omega_1(r_h) \) has no zeros, so \( \omega_1 \equiv 0 \).

For \( k = 0 \), we find nontrivial solutions for all values of \( \Lambda \) with \( r_h = 1 \), but for \(|A|<10^{-3}\) the range of values of \( \omega_1 \) for which there are solutions is very small, as in this case the condition (17) reduces to \( \omega_1^2 < -\Lambda r_{h}^2 \). In accordance with this inequality, as \(|A| \) increases, we find an increasingly large range of \( \omega_1 \) for which nontrivial black hole solutions exist.

For \( k = -1 \) and \( r_h = 1 \), the minimum value of \(|A|\) for which there is a regular event horizon, given by (18), reduces to \(|A| \geq 2 \). As in the \( k = 0 \) case, as \(|A| \) increases for \( k = -1 \), we find an increasing range of values of \( \omega_1 \) for which there are no nontrivial black hole solutions.

The phase spaces in figure 1 for \( k = 0 \) and \( k = -1 \) are much simpler than the corresponding phase space of spherically symmetric \((k = 1)\) black holes (see, for example, [26]). In the \( k = 1 \) case, for fixed \( r_h \) and sufficiently large \(|A|\), all the black holes are such that \( \omega_1(r) \) has no zeros. However, as \(|A| \) decreases, \( n_1 \) increases (for example, with \(|A| = 10^{-4}\), there are \( k = 1 \) black holes with \( \omega_1(r) \) having up to four zeros [26]). As \(|A| \to 0\), the phase space of \( k = 1 \) black holes simply shrinks to the asymptotically flat “coloured” black holes [13].

In [18] it is shown that all the \( k = 0 \) topological black hole solutions shown in figure 1 are stable under linear, spherically symmetric perturbations. For \( k = -1 \) solutions for which \( \omega_{1,\infty} > 1 \) in (15) are shown to be stable [18].

3. Topological black hole solutions

We now integrate the field equations (11, 13) numerically. We begin our integration close to the event horizon \( r = r_h \), using the expansion of the field variables (15) as initial conditions. Then we integrate for increasing \( r \) until either the solution approaches the boundary conditions (19) to within a suitable tolerance or the solution becomes singular. The field equations (11, 13) are invariant under the transformation \( \omega_j(r) \to -\omega_j(r) \) for each \( j \) independently, so without loss of generality we may restrict our attention to values of the parameters such that \( \omega_j(r_h) > 0 \) for all \( j \).

In this section we plot the phase spaces of topological black hole solutions of the field equations, fixing \( r_h = 1 \), so that all length scales are in units of the event horizon radius, and considering various \( \Lambda \). The plots show the spaces of initial parameters \( \nu_j = \omega_j(r_h) \) which determine the solutions, and we explore
3.2. $\mathfrak{s}u(3)$ topological black holes

All the $\mathfrak{s}u(2)$ solutions shown in figure 1 can be embedded as solutions of $\mathfrak{s}u(N)$ EYM theory for any $N$. Setting

$$\omega_j(r) = \sqrt{j(N-j)}\omega(r),$$

and defining rescaled quantities $\tilde{r}$, $\tilde{m}$, $\tilde{\Lambda}$ as follows:

$$\tilde{r} = \tilde{N}^{-\frac{1}{4}}r, \quad \tilde{m} = \tilde{N}^{-\frac{1}{4}}m, \quad \tilde{\Lambda} = \tilde{N}\Lambda,$$

where

$$\tilde{N} = \frac{1}{6}N(N-1)(N+1),$$

it is found that $\omega$ and $\tilde{m}$, considered as functions of $\tilde{r}$, satisfy the $\mathfrak{s}u(2)$ EYM field equations (11, 13) with cosmological constant $\tilde{\Lambda}$ [24]. In [24] it is proven that there exist nontrivial (that is, nonembedded) $\mathfrak{s}u(N)$ topological black holes in a neighborhood of these embedded $\mathfrak{s}u(2)$ black holes.

In figures 2 and 3 we plot the phase space of $\mathfrak{s}u(3)$ topological black holes for $k = 0$ and $k = -1$ respectively. In each case we fix $r_0 = 1$. The black holes are now parameterized by $v_1 = \omega_1(r_0)$, $v_2 = \omega_2(r_0)$ and $\Lambda$. We fix a few selected values of $\Lambda$ for both $k = 0$ and $k = -1$ and plot the phase space in $(v_1, v_2)$ in each case. As in the $\mathfrak{s}u(2)$ case, we scan over those values of $(v_1, v_2)$ for which the condition (17) is satisfied.

In each plot in figures 2 and 3 the condition (17) for a regular event horizon is satisfied by parameter values in the region enclosed by the axes and the dotted curve. It can be seen how the size of this region expands as $|\Lambda|$ increases, in accordance with (17). For some values of the parameters such that (17) holds, we are unable to find a suitable numerical solution, and these values of the parameters are in the region labelled “no solution” between the dotted and solid curves. We find nontrivial topological black hole solutions for values of the parameters $(v_1, v_2)$ in the regions bounded by solid curves and the axes. The regions with solutions are labelled according to the number of zeros $(n_1, n_2)$ of the magnetic gauge field functions $\omega_1(r), \omega_2(r)$ respectively.

From figures 2 and 3 the region of parameter space where we have nontrivial topological black hole solutions expands as $|\Lambda|$ increases, both in absolute size and in its size relative to the size of the region of parameter space for which (17) holds. For both $k = 0$ and $k = -1$, embedded $\mathfrak{s}u(2)$ topological black hole solutions lie on the line $v_1 = v_2$. From (22) and the discussion in section 3.1, for these embedded solutions the two magnetic gauge field functions are equal and have no zeros so $n_1 = 0 = n_2$. Since the field equations (11, 13) are invariant under the transformation $j \rightarrow N - j$, the phase space of $\mathfrak{s}u(3)$ black holes is symmetric about the line $v_1 = v_2$. The point where $v_1 = v_2$ gives the trivial embedded Reissner-Nordström-adS black hole with magnetic charge $Q = 2k$ [24].

For $k = 0$, the condition (17) makes no constraints on the magnitude of the cosmological constant $\Lambda$ and we find nontrivial topological black holes for all values of $\Lambda$ examined. For each $\Lambda$ we find a region of nontrivial topological black hole solutions for which both gauge field functions $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ have no zeros, whose existence was proven in [24] for sufficiently large $|\Lambda|$. This region contains the embedded $\mathfrak{s}u(2)$ solutions. For larger values of $|\Lambda|$, all nontrivial solutions found are such that both $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ have no zeros.

However, for smaller values of $|\Lambda|$ we find nontrivial topological black hole solutions for which at least one of $\omega_1$, $\omega_2$ has zeros. The corresponding regions of parameter space lie between the nodeless $n_1 = 0 = n_2$ regions (which contain all the embedded $\mathfrak{s}u(2)$ solutions) and the “no solution” region. When $\Lambda = -1$ we find solutions with $n_1 = 0$, $n_2 = 1$ and $n_1 = 1$, $n_2 = 0$ in very small regions exterior to the $n_1 = 0 = n_2$ region. The size of the regions of parameter space containing $n_1 = 1$, $n_2 = 0$ or $n_1 = 0$, $n_2 = 1$ solutions increases as $|\Lambda|$ decreases, as a proportion of the total size of the region of parameter space for which there are nontrivial solutions. For $\Lambda = -0.01$ we also find numerical solutions with $n_1 = 2$, $n_2 = 0$ and $n_1 = 0$. 

Figure 1: Phase space of topological black hole solutions of $\mathfrak{s}u(2)$ EYM for (a) $k = 0$, (b) $k = -1$. In both plots we have fixed the event horizon radius to be $r_0 = 1$ and varied $|\Lambda|$. Black hole solutions exist in the regions below the solid curves. For parameter values above the solid curves there are no solutions. The region bounded by dashed and solid curves denotes the region of parameter space where the condition (17) for a regular event horizon holds, but we did not find a suitable numerical solution. All topological black hole solutions are such that $\omega_1(r)$ has no zeros so that $n_1 = 0$. 
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Figure 2: Phase space of topological black hole solutions of \(su(3)\) EYM for \(k = 0\). We have fixed the event horizon radius to be \(r_h = 1\) and \(\Lambda\) to have the values (a) \(-0.01\), (b) \(-0.1\), (c) \(-1\) and (d) \(-7\). Black hole solutions exist in the region bounded by the axes and the solid curves. For parameter values outside the solid curves there are no solutions. The region bounded by dashed and solid curves denotes that region of parameter space where the condition (17) for a regular event horizon holds, but we did not find a suitable numerical solution. Regions where there are nontrivial topological black hole solutions are labelled according to the number of zeros \(n_1, n_2\) of the magnetic gauge field functions \(\omega_1, \omega_2\) respectively.

The overall shape of the region of parameter space for which there are nontrivial solutions with \(k = 0\) also changes as \(|\Lambda|\) increases: for small \(|\Lambda|\) we see a cusp-like shape at the maximum values of \(v_1\) and \(v_2\) in this region, but this smooths out for larger values of \(|\Lambda|\). This qualitative feature is also seen the \(k = 1\) spherically symmetric black holes discussed in [26].

The phase space shown in figure 2 is much simpler than that for spherically symmetric solutions with \(k = 1\) [26]. When \(k = 0\) there are nodeless solutions for any value of \(|\Lambda|\), no matter how small (in a neighbourhood of the embedded \(su(2)\) solutions), whereas when \(k = 1\) and \(|\Lambda| = 10^{-4}\) there are no nodeless solutions [26]. For a fixed \(|\Lambda|\), we also find a smaller range of values of \(n_1, n_2\) when \(k = 0\) compared with \(k = 1\). For example, with \(|\Lambda| = 0.1\), when \(k = 0\) we find the following combinations of \((n_1, n_2)\): \((0, 0)\), \((1, 0)\) and \((0, 1)\), but with \(k = 1\) there are also the combinations \((1, 1), (2, 0), (2, 1), (2, 2), (1, 2)\) and \((0, 2)\) [26]. As \(|\Lambda|\) decreases towards zero, in the \(k = 0\) case presented here we do not see the fragmentation of the phase space seen when \(k = 1\) [26]. This is because for \(k = 0\) there is no solution in the \(|\Lambda| \to 0\) limit; instead the phase space simply shrinks in size as \(|\Lambda|\) decreases.

For \(k = -1\), with \(r_h = 1\), the minimum value of \(|\Lambda|\) for which there is a regular event horizon is \(|\Lambda| = 5\). Unlike the situation for \(k = 0\), for \(k = -1\) all the topological black hole solutions that we find numerically are such that both magnetic gauge field functions have no zeros, so \(n_1 = 0 = n_2\). Furthermore, the shape of the region of parameter space for which there are nontrivial solutions does not vary much as \(|\Lambda|\) increases.

4. Discussion

In this letter we have constructed numerical solutions of the \(su(N)\) Einstein-Yang-Mills (EYM) equations in anti-de Sitter (adS) space-time representing purely magnetic topological black holes. These solutions generalize the numerical spherically-symmetric black holes and solitons discussed in detail in [26]. We have explored the phase space of solutions for \(su(2)\) and \(su(3)\) gauge groups, for both \(k = 0\) (planar event horizon topology) and \(k = -1\) (when the event horizon is a surface
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